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ABSTRACT

Spherical, outwardly-propagating flames of CH4-OE-inert and H2-O2-inert mixtures were experi-

mentally studied in a high pressure apparatus. Stretch-free flame speeds and Markstein lengths

were extracted for a wide range of pressures and equivalence ratios for spherically-symmetric,

smooth flamefronts and compared to numerical computations with detailed chemistry and trans-

port, as well as existing data in the literature.
Wrinkle development was examined for propagating flames that were unstable under our ex-

perimental conditions. Hydrodynamic cells developed for most H2-air and CH4-air flames at de-

vated pressures, while thermal-diffusive instabilities were also observed for lean and near-

stoichiometric hydrogen flames at pressures above atmospheric. Strategies in suppressing or de-

laying the onset of cell formation have been assessed. Buoyancy effects affected sufficiently off-

stoichiometric CH4 mixtures at high pressures.

INTRODUCTION

For the present work, we adopted a recently-developed novel experimental apparatus for the in-

vestigation of elevated pressure H2 and CH4 flames [1-3], capable of conducting experiments up

to 60 atm, and that allows for the direct imaging of a near-constant-pressure outwardly propa-

gating flame. Using this apparatus, the laminar burning rates and downstream Markstein lengths

of H2-O2-inert and CHn-O2-inert mixtures were experimentally and computationally obtained.

The laminar flame speed, s °, is a fundamental thermochemical parameter of the flame, em-

bodying information about the diffusive and reactive aspects of a combustible mixture, and has

been extensively used to validate detailed ruction mechanisms. The Markstein length, which

characterizes and quantifies the flame response to stretch, is an indicator of the effective Lewis

number of the combustible mixture, as it embodies the accelerating/decelerating tendency of the

flame as it propagates, subject to positive/negative stretch, as well as the noneqnidiffusive nature

of the flame. The occurrence (or absence) of thermal-diffusional instabilities over the flame gives

this reasoning further support.

EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Apparatus and Instrumentation - The experimental apparatus consists of two coaxial cylindrical

chambers. The inner chamber has quartz discs on both ends for optical access, and is initially

filled with the combustible mixture. The outer chamber has quartz windows mounted in the end

caps, and is initially filled with an inert mixture. There are matching rows of holes on the lateral
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wall of the inner chamber and on its encasing sleeve which allow for continuity between the two

chambers, when aligned; once offset, these holes are isolated via O-rings.

The reactants were mixed by a jet-stirring apparatus. The mixtures were ignited by a spark

discharge and the flame propagation was optically recorded using Schlieren cinematography and

a high-speed camera. Both chambers are equipped with digital pressure gages, used for filling the

mixtures. Operational details, error analysis and system specifications can be found in Refs. 1-4.

Filling and Ignition Procedures - The individual components were introduced to the inner cham-

ber according to the partial pressure method. Mixing and rest periods took place for -10 minutes

each. Homogeneity of the mixture could be visually inspected through the Schlieren system. The

encasing sleeve was then translated, establishing continuity between the chambers, and the qui-

escent mixture was simultaneously ignited. Flame propagation Was terminated when the flame
reached the walls of the inner chamber, wlth-the total pre_ure buiidup attenuated due _to'the voI-

ume ratio between the two chambers. Therefore, a near-constant-pressure flame was established.

The temperature of the initia]combustible mixture was-_pt at 298 + 3K, and the ignition en-

ergy was adjusted to be close to its minimum value to achieve ignition, reducing its influence of
initial flame acceleration ...........

Data Reduction - Measurements were restricted to spherical, smooth flames having diameters

between 10 and 40 mm to avoid spark and wall effects. Results were averaged over 3-4 meas-

urements for each point. Linear extrapolation [5,6] was chosen to ob_n the tmstretched flame

speed (s °) and the Markstein length (Lb), according to the relation sb = R = s0 -/_,_c, where _cis

the stretch rate given by lc = 2/_/R. Substituting Ic in the expression for R and integrating, we

get the final correlation [7]: R+2Lb InR = s°t+C, where, by measuring the flame radius (R)

versus time, one can obtain Lb and s ° by linear regression, after filtering the data for high-

frequency noise. The unburned flame speed (s °) is obtained by dividing sO by the density ratio

of the planar flame through Continuity.

From the concept of a one-step overall reaction, overall reaction orders (n) were extracted

from both the experimental and computational data on the s ° vs. pressure plots, acc_ng-to the

relation n = 2 + 2[ _)In s ° / _)In p ] that comes from dimensional analysis [8,9].

Numerical computations - The experimentally determined laminar flame speeds were compared

to those of planar, adiabatic, one-dimensional premixed flames calculated by the Sandia PRE-

MIX code [10]. H2 flames were simulated using a detailed reaction mechanism including 9 spe-

cies and 21 elementary reactions [11], CHn/air flames with 53 species and 325 reactions (GRI-

Mech 3.0) [12], and CI-I4/O2/He flames with 35 species and 217 reactions (GRI-Mech 3.0 with-

Out N-containing species and reactions). Third-body efficiency factors for Ar were used for He,

and Soret effects were included. Adaptive gridding was used to map the flame structure. Radia-

tive heat loss was not included. The unburned mixture temperature at the cold boundary was set

at 298K, and zero gradients were imposed at the burned boundary.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental data on H2-air and CHa-air mixtures at 1 atm as a function of equivalence ratio has

been compared with results from existing literature, and the good agreement provides a bench-

mark of accuracy for the present setup. These comparisons, along with plots of 1-12 and CH4

flame speeds as a function of equivalence ratio for different pressures can be found in Refs. 2-4.

Figure 1 presents laminar flame speeds, Markstein lengths and overall reaction orders as a func-

tion of pressure for different H2-O2-inert mixtures. Discrepancies between experiments and corn-
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putationscanbeattributedto little validationof the mechanismusedfor therich branch,uncer-
taintiesonH-atomdiffusionpropertiesandon thethird bodyefficiencyof He.

Figure2 showslaminarflamespeedsandMarksteinlengthsasa functionof pressurefor dif-
ferentCH4-O2-Hemixtures.In general,for bothH2andCH4mixtures,laminarflame speedsand
Marksteinlengthsdecreasewith pressure,while Lb increases with equivalence ratio for a given

pressure. The decrease in Lb with pressure is due to the decrease in flame thickness, while the
decrease in s ° follows from the fact that n < 2 for most of the mixtures studied (see exception for

low pressures in Figs. la and lc), meaning that the overall density increase outweighs the in-

crease in concentration in the Arrhenius rate expression. Third-body termination reactions, such

as H+O2+M<--->HO2+M are also favored at high pressures, contributing to this outcome by low-

ering n. Overall reaction orders decrease with pressure for H2-air, H2-O2-He and CHa-air mix-

tures, and increase with pressure for CHa-O2-He mixtures.
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Fig. 1. Variation of flame properties of H2-O2-inert mixtures at fixed equivalence ratios with pressure: (a) laminar
flame speed, Co)Markstein length and (c) overall reaction order. Symbols represent experimental data; lines
represent simulation.
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Variation of laminar flame speed of (a) CH4-air and Co) CH4-O2-He, O2/(He+O2) = 17% mixtures at fixed

equivalence ratios with pressure; (c) variation Markstein length of CI-I4-alr mixtures with pressure. Symbols

represent experimental data; hnes represent simulation.

Smooth flame speeds could only be measured for H2-air flames at 1 atm (for all ¢) or at very

high ¢ (for higher pressures). At 2 atm, most lean and near-stoichiometric H2-air flames are al-

ready unstable to hydrodynamic and thermal-diffusive instabilities, as seen in Fig. 3. Flames 3a
and 3b have the same adiabatic flame temperature, but the former has Lb > 0 (and hence Le > 1,

which makes it stable to thermal-diffusive cells [9]), while the latter has Lb < 0 (Le < 1). Fig. 3a

also shows that large wrinkles, characterizing hydrodynamic cells, are formed first, while the

thermal-diffusive cells (of smaller size and evenly distributed throughout the flame surface) have

their onset at a later stage of propagation. CH4-air flames do not manifest any thermal-diffusive
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Fig. 3. Schlieren pictures of H2-air flames at 2 atm: (a) _ = 0.56, (b) ¢p= 3.00.
In (c) CHa-air, 2 atm, _?= 0.60.

ceils up to 40 atm (even for

negative Lb), being unstable

only to hydrodynamic wrin-
kles above 10 atm. Part of

this phenomenon might be

due to the stabilizing effect of

positive stretch in the out-

wardly-propagating flame

[13], and part due to the size
the c_h_r used. Ther-

mal-diffusive instabilities

have been reported for CH4-

air flames at such pressures

[14], but their onset is de-

layed until a critical radius is

reached. Two strategies were devised to delay the onset of instabilities: higher 02 dilution with

inert in the oxidizer, weakening the flame and therefore reducing the effect of thermal expansion;

and replacement of N2 with He as inert, thereby increasing the mixture's Le. Both strategies also

increase the flame thickness, hence damping the baroclinic torque across the flame that supports

hydrodynamic instabilities. They have extended the smooth flame propagation regime up to 20
atm for Hz and 30 atm for CH4.

Figure 3 also shows that, for sufficiently off-stoichiometric CH4 mixtures at high pressures,

the low flame speed in conjunction with the increased density differential between the unburned

and the burned gas enhance the buoyancy and thereby promote flame shape distortion. Funda-

mental flame speeds could not be extracted for these near-limit flames which are of great practi-

cal interest, e.g. in lean natural gas combustion for energy efficiency and pollution control.
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